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e subnormal for the case that A is normal. This results in the 
definition of our classes of subnormal matrices. Two of these classes are categorized, 
and it is shown by way of examples and counterexamples that these four classes are 
nontrivial and distinct. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The topic of subnormal matrices was first introduced by P. R. Halmos in 
[3]. Let A be an n X n matrix, and let B be a k X n matrix. The (n + k) X n 
matrix is called subnormal if it has a normul extension, that is, if there 
exist makes X and Y such that the (n + k) X (n + k) matrix 
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is normal. This condition is equivalent to the matrix equations 
AA* + XX* = A*A + B*B, (14 
AB* + XY* = A*X + B*Y, (lb) 
BB* +W* =X*X+Y*Y. (ICI 
Both [I] and [23 are devoted to the study of subnormal matrices. In 
particular, subnormality, which is characterized for k = 1 in [2], treats the 
cases that A is normal and A is not normal separately, using different 
methods and obtaining different results. This article continues the study of 
subnormality but restricted to the case that A is normal. 
In extending the results of [2] to k > 1 we focus on the nature of the 
matrix Y in Equations (1). For k = 1, Y is necessarily a scalar matrix, and so 
one would expect this scalar property to be part of the simplest extension to 
k > 1. Indeed, this is the case. But there are examples of subnormality in 
which Y is never a scalar matrix or even a normal matrix (see Example 3 and 
Example 7, respectively). 
In sorting out these various possibilities for Y we are led to the study of 
different “levels” of subnormality. The requirements that Y be a normal 
matrix and that Y be a scalar matrix are two obvious ones for study. There is 
another less obvious requirement that lies between these two and that 
naturally appears in the course of our investigations. We delay a description 
of this intermediate constraint until the appropriate time, but acknowledge its 
importance by leaving a “gap” in the following definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. Let A be an n X n normal matrix, and let B be a k X n 
matrix. Then the matrix 
(b) SNl if there is a normal extension 
(c) SN3 if there is a normal extension 
scalar matrix. 
such that Y is normal; 
such that Y = OZ is a 
Notice that SNO, SNl, and SN3 are progressively stronger conditions. The 
following example shows that a matrix can be SN3 and yet have a normal 
extension that is not well behaved. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let 
29 
A = (0) 
is SN3 because is normal for 
and Y, = 
-which is a scalar matrix. On the other hand, is normal for 
-which is not a normal matrix. 
2. NORMAL EXTENSIONS AND COLLINEAR SETS 
An important condition in our study of subnormality pertains to collinear- 
ity. In [2] the results relate subnormality of 
A 
( 1 
B to the collinearity of certain 
sets of eigenvalues of A viewed as subsets of the complex plane. By 
convention we allow that any set consisting of fewer than three elements (for 
example, the empty set) is collinear. In this section we use collinearity to 
characterize SN3 matrices, and explore the limitations of collinearity in the 
study of SNl matrices. 
We begin with some useful notation from [2]. In what follows, A is an 
rr x n normal matrix and B is a k X n matrix. Then: 
(1) Bi denotes the ith row of B; B: denotes the adjoint of B,, that is, 
the ith column of B*; and B,, denotes the entry of B in the ith row and jth 
column. 
(2) a(A) denotes the set of eigenvalues of A. 
(3) For A E a( A), Eh( A) denotes th e eigenspace of A corresponding to 
the eigenvalue A. 
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(4) for each i, 
A( A; Bi) = {A E cr( A) : Bix # 0 for some vector x E Eh( A)} 
= {A E CT(A) : BT E E*(A)‘). 
(5) If each RCA; Bi) is collinear, then we let 9’( A; B) denote the 
collection of all lines determined by those A( A; Bi) that contain at least two 
elements (and hence determine a line). 
One curious fact arises when L?( A; B) is empty, a condition that occurs if 
MA; Bi) contains fewer than two elements for each i. Under this circum- 
stance any complex number o lies on the intersection of all of the lines in 
_.I?( A; B) because w lies on each line in L?( A; B). In the development that 
follows this fact is assumed without explicit comment. 
The following lemma and theorem progressively extend the results of [2]. 
These results also motivate the definition of the intermediate “SN2” condi- 
tion. To facilitate these results we begin with the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Let I3 be a k X n matrix, and let p and q be integers with 
1 < p, q < k. Then p N q (mod B) if there exist integers ii, . . . , i, such 
that p = i,, q = i,, and Bij is not orthogonal to Bi,+ 1 for j = I,. . . , m - 1. 
LEMMA. Let A be an n X n normd matrix, and let B be a k X n matrix 
such that for any i and j, if i - j (mod B), then A( A; Bi) U A( A; Bj> is 
collinear. Then: 
(a) There exist k X k diagonal matrices U and Y such that U is unitary 
and 
is normal. 
(b) If, in addition the lines in 2?( A; B) have a comnwn point of 
intersection, w, then Y can be chosen to be the scalar matrix Y = 01. 
Proof. Observe that the first condition implies that RCA; Bi) is collinear 
for each i, and if B, is not orthogonal to Bj then ACA; Bj) U A( A; Bj> is 
collinear. 
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We partition K = 11, . . . , k) into three disjoint sets: 
K, = (i EK:A(A;B,) contains at least two elements}, 
K, = {i E K : Bi I Bj for all j E K,}, 
K,=(iEK:iGK,UK,}. 
For each i E K,, A( A; B,) determines a line in the complex plane, and 
hence there are complex numbers yi and 6i such that I@/ = 1 and z(t) = 
yi + t13, is a parametric equation for the line, in the real parameter t. Now 
suppose that i E K,. Then A( A; Bi) contains at most one element. If 
A( A; Bi) is empty, then yi and ei can be chosen arbitrarily with I &I = 1. 
Otherwise, if A( A; Bi) = {A}, then choose yi and ei so that l&l = 1, 
(A - y$>/13~ is real, and if A(A; B,) = A(A; Bj) and j E K,, then y, = y 
and ei = oj. Finally, if i E K,, select a j E K, such that B, is not orthogon J 
to BJ, and set yi = yj and ei = 9. By the hypotheses of the theorem these 
selections are independent of the choice of j E K,. Finally, for each i let 
4i = 0:. On the basis of these assignments we have that (h - y,)/& is real 
for each i E K and for each h E A( A; Bi); and for any i and j in K, if B, is 
not orthogonal to Bj, then 4i = (bj. 
Next let U = diag(&,..., +k), X = B*U, and Y = diag(y,, . . . , y,). No- 
each (bi has unit 
is normal and hence that 
XX* = B*UU*B = B*B, 
and hence Equation (la) follows. To verif>l Equation (1~) we observe that 
x*X = [4,BT .-. c$,B:]*[&B: *** 4kBk*]> 
and hence the 9th entry of X*X is given by 
(X*Xlij = &4j~i~; = $i4j(Bi> Bj) = &+j(BB*)~j* 
So if Bi is orthogonal g Bj then (X*X), = (BB*jij = 0. If B, is not 
orthogonal to Bj, then $j+l = 1 and hence (X*X),j = (BB*)?i, verifying 
Equation (1~). 
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Next, we verify Equation (lb). Since both sides of this equation are n X k 
matrices, we verify the equation for each column. Consider any i. Observe 
that B* = C he h(A; Bij v, where vh E E,(A) is unique and nonzero for each 
A. So the ith column of the left hand side, (LHS),, of this equation is given 
bY 
(LHS), = (AB*), + ( XY*)i 
= ABT + ij,qi+ B: 
= C hv,4 + C jji4ivA 
heA(A; t&j hch(A; Bi) 
= C (’ + jji+i)vh 
heA(A; Bi) 
The ith column of the right hand side, (RHS),, of the equation is given by 
(RHS)i = (A*X)i + (B*Y)i 
= A*4i B,f+ + yi B,?‘ 
= h( c xv*) + Y'( c 
AEA(A; Bi) AEA(A; B,) 
3) 
= C ( 4iih + Yi)Y 
heA(A: BJ 
Hence 
(LHS)i - (RHS), = C [(h + Ji4i) - (4ix + Yi)IvA 
AE A(A; E,) 
= C [(h-Yi) -+i(‘-Yi)]\ 
AsMA; B,) 
= C Ch-Yi)- 
3, 1 VA AEA(A; Bt) 
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and therefore, (LHS), = (RHS),. Thus Equation (lb) is verified and we 
conclude that ( g By) is normal. 
Finally, if the lines 2’( A; B) have a common point of intersection, say CO, 
then we can choose yi = w for each i, and hence Y = OZ. n 
We now proceed to the first principal result which is an extension of the 
preceding lemma. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n X n normd matrix, and let B be a k X n 
matrix. Suppose there is a k X k unita y matrix V such that for any i and j, if 
i m j (mod VB), then A( A; (VB),) U A(A; (VBjj) is collinear. Then: 
(a) There exist k X k normal matrices U and Y such that U is unitary, U 
and Y commute, and 
is normal. Hence 
A 
( 1 B 
is SNl. 
(b) Zf, in addition the lines 2’( A; B) have a common 
tion, then Y can be chosen to be a scalar matrix, and hence 
Proof. By the lemma applied to 
matrices W and Z such that W is unitary an 






0 V* VB 
there exist k X k diagonal 
B*V*WV 
v*ZV 
is normal, and hence 
( ) 
i isSNl.LetU=V*WVandY=V*ZV.ThenU 
is unitary, and U and Y commute because V and 2 commute. This estab- 
lishes (a). If the lines P’( A; VB) h ave a common point of intersection, then 
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we may choose Z to be a scalar matrix, in which case Y = V*ZV = Z is 
scalar, and hence is SN3. n 
The significance of Theorem 1 is that its converse, Theorem 2, is valid. As 
a preliminary we state the following proposition, which is useful in the proof 
of Theorem 2 as well as in the study of Example 7. 
PROPOSITION 1. L.et A, p, and v be distinct complex numbers such that 
A-P V---CL -= 
i-p 
T. v-p 
Then h, p, and v are collinear. 
The proof of this proposition is contained in the proof of Remark 1 of [2]. 
THEOREM 2 (Converse of Theorem 1). Let A be an n X n normal 
matrix, let B be a k X n mutrix, and suppose there are normal k X k matrices 
U and Y such that U is unitary, U and Y commute, and 
is normal. Then there is a k X k unitary matrix V such that: 
(a) For any i and j, if i -j (mod VB) then A( A; (VB),) U A( A; (VB),.) 
is collinear. 
(b) Furthermore, if Y is a scalar matrix, then the lines in 9’( A; VB) have 
a common point of intersection. 
Proof. For the purposes of this proof, let X = B *U. Then by (lb) 
AB*U + B*W* = A*B*U + B*Y. 
Since Y and U commute, they are simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable. 
Hence there is a unitary matrix V such that 
U=V*DV and Y=V*EV. 
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where D = diag(#,, . . . , &I, and E = diagi yr, . . . , yk) are diagonal matri- 
ces. Notice that each +i is unimodular because D is unitary. Substituting 
these into the equation above and multiplying on the right by V *, we obtain 
A(W)* + (VB)*DE* = A*(VB)*D + (VB)*E. 
Now fur j so that 1 <j < k, and let (VII>; denote the jth column of (VB)*. 
Then for each h EL?( A; (VB),.) there exists a unique eigenvector v,j E E*(A) 
such that 
(WI)? = c vi. 
AEA(A;(VB)I) 
Comparing the jth columns of the matrix equation above, we find that 
C (h + 4jgj)d = 
heA(A;(VB)i) 
and therefore 
A - Yj = 4j(A - gj) for all h E A( A; (VB)j). 
It follows that A( A; (VBlj) is collinear by Proposition 1. Furthermore, 
xv* = B*W* 
= (VB)*(VW*) 
= (VB)*D 
= +,(VB); .+. &(VB);. 
Furthermore, BB* = X*X by (lc), and hence 
((VB)i, (VB)j) = ((VB)(VB)*)ij 
= (VBB*V*)ij 
= (VX*XV*)ij 
= (( m*)*(XV*))ij 
= 6f#j((VB)i, (VB)j). 
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Therefore, if (VB), is not orthogonal to (VBIj, then c#+ = $. Furthermore, 
this lack of orthogonality implies that MA; (VB)J n AtA; WB)j) is 
nonempty, and these two conditions imply that A( A; Bi) U MA; B$ is 
collinear. Finally, by extension we have that this union is collinear if i - j 
(mod VB ). This establishes (a). 
To prove (b) simply observe that if Y = WI is a scalar matrix, then 
yi = w for all i, and therefore each line in P’( A; VB) contains w. n 
The immediate application of Theorems 1 and 2 is the characterization of 
SN3 matrices. 




B is SN 3 if and only if there is a k X k unitary matrix V 
such that the following are satisfied: 
(a) For any i and j, if i - j (mod VB), then A( A; (VB),) U A( A; WB)j) 
is collinear. 
(b) The lines in L?( A; VB) have a common point of intersection. 
Proof. 
( 1 
The sufficiency is immediate from Theorem 1. Now suppose that 
A 
B 
is SN3. Then there exists an n X k matrix X and a k X k scalar matrix 
Y satisfying Equations (1). Since A is normal, Equation (la) becomes 
XX* = B*B, and therefore, by [4], there exists a k X k unitary matrix U such 
that X = B*U. Since Y is scalar, Y and U commute, and the converse follows 
by Theorem 2. n 
If 
are normal, then XX* = B*B by Equation (la), and therefore, by [4], there 
exists a unitary matrix U such that X = B*U. Notice that there is a condition 
in Theorems 1 and 2 concerned with the commutativity of U and Y. This 
leads to the following “level” of subnormality. 
DEFINITION. Let A be an n X n normal matrix, and let B be a k X n 
matrix. Then the matrix is SN2 if there is a normal extension 
such that Y is normal, there is a k X k unitary matrix U 
X = B*U and U and Y commute. 
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B is SN2 if and only if there is a k X k unita y matrix V 
such that for any i and j, if i 
is collinear. 
- j (mod VB), then A(A; (VB)i) U A( A; (VB)j) 
This corollary seems to suggest that the use of collinearity as a tool in the 
study of subnormal matrices is limited to SN2 matrices. 
Observe that SN3 matrices are SN2 because scalar matrices commute 
with all matrices of the same size. Also, SN2 matrices are SNl by definition. 
The following examples illustrate how the preceding results can be used 
to test for various levels of subnormality. More importantly, Examples 3 and 4 
are counterexamples that show that the three levels of subnormality, SNl, 
SN2, and SN3, are distinct. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
A=(! ; ;) and B=(: : yl). 
We use Theorem 3 to show that is SN3. To do this we must find a 
2 x 2 unitary matrix V that satisfied .the conditions of Theorem 3. Notice 
that A( A; B,) = A( A; B,) = {0, 1, i} is not collinear. It is clear that V must 
be chosen so that there are zeros in both the first and second rows of VB. 
Since the first and third columns of B are orthogonal, we can choose V so 
that the first and third columns of VB are multiples of the first and second 
standard vectors in complex 2-space. This suggests the choice 
andhence VB = $(k i y). 
, ’ 
Therefore, A( A; (VB),) = (0, 1) and A( A; (VB),) = {i;,*which are collinear. 
Furthermore, (VB), and (VB), are orthogonal. Since aA;VB) contains 
line, the hypothesis of Theorem 3 are satisfied, and we conclude 
is SN3. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let 
000 
A=010 I 0’ 0 1 1 0 0 
ooi 0 
and B= 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 l+i) 
We show that 
( 1 
g is SN2 but not SN3. Observe that A( A; B,) = (0, 11, 
A( A; B,) = {i, 1 + i}, and that these sets are collinear. Furthermore, B, and 
B, are orthogonal. So by the corollary to Theorems 3 and 4, 
( 1 
i is SN2. We 
apply Theorem 3 to argue that is not SN3. Suppose otherwise. Then 
there is a 2 X 2 unitary matrix 
satisfying (a) and (b) of Theorem 3. Then 
Furthermore, since both A(A; (VB),) and MA; (VB),) must be collinear, 
either (Y = 0 and y # 0 or (Y # 0 and y = 0. Without loss of generality 
suppose that CY # 0. Then A( A; (VB),) = (0, 1) and A( A; (VB),) = {i, i + 1). 
sets do not intersect, violating (b) of Theorem 
We will return to this example in the next section, where we consider a 
computational test for SN3 matrices. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let 
A=(-i i !2) and B=(: J1 i). 
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is SNl but not SN2. To see that A 
( ) 
B is SNl simply 
observe that bo 
and Y 
are normal, where 
Suppose by way of contradiction that 
( ) 
g is SN2. By the Corollary to 
Theorems 1 and 2 there is a 2 X 2 unitary matrix V satisfying the conditions 
of the corollary. Since A( A; (VB),) and A( A; (VB),) are collinear, both 
(VB), and (VB), have at least one zero entry, because otherwise 
A( A; (VB),) = A( A; (VB),) = I-i, i, - 2}, which is not collinear. Since V is 
nonsingular, no column of VB consists of all zeros. Since any two columns of 
B are linearly independent, the same is true for VB, and hence no row of 
(VB), or (VB), contains more than one zero. It follows that only one column 
of VB consists of all nonzero entries, and consequently (VB), and (VB), are 
not orthogonal. But 
A( A; (VB)J U A( A; (VB),) = { -i, i, -2) 
which is not collinear, and we conclude that the condition in the corollary 
A fails. Therefore, B 
( ) 
is not SN2. Notice that X = B*U for 
Since A 
( ) 
B is not SN2, U and Y do not commute, which indeed can be easily 
verified. 
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3. SN3 MATRICES 
Although Theorem 
practical test. In this 
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3 characterizes SN3 matrices, it does not provide a 
section we consider a computational test for SN3 
matrices, although there are limitations on its use. 
THEOREM 4. 
A X Suppose that A and B 
( 1 
“Z are normal. Then 
(A - oZ)B*Z?( A - ml)* = (A - oZ)*B*B( A - uZ). (2) 
Proof. By Equations (1) we have that 
B*B = XX* and (A - wZ)B* = (A - wZ)*X. 
Therefore, 
(A - oZ)B*B( A - oZ)* = ( A - wZ)*XX*( A - oZ) 
= (A - wZ)*B*B( A - ol). n 
Equation (2) can be rewritten as a system of linear equations in x and y, 
where o = x + iy, and x and y are real. With this substitution (2) becomes 
where 
xM, + yM, = M,, (3) 
M,=(A*-A)B*B-B*B(A*-A), (49 
M, = i[( A* + A)B*B - B*B( A* + A)], W) 
M, = A*B*BA - AB*BA*. (4c) 
In fact, if M, and Mz are linearly independent, any solution to (3) is real. 
Since M,, M,, and M, are Hermitian, we have that 
?M, + ijM2 = M, 
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and therefore, linear independence of M, and M, implies that x = X and 
y = Ij. So x and y are real. If no solution to (2) exists, then 
( 1 
G is not SN3. 
So Theorem 4 provides us with a negative test for the SN3 property. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let A and B be the matrices of Example 3. Then by 
Equations (4a)-(4c) 
M,=O, M,= 
I 0 0 0 
0 -2i 0 0 
2i 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -2i 
0 0 2i 0 
0 \ 




0 0 0 
0 0 2i 0 
Since Equation (3) has no solution, we conclude by Theorem 4 that 
not SN3. 
is 
The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 4 is not valid. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let A and B be the matrices of Example 4. Recall that 
is SNl but not SN2, and hence not SN3. However, 
Equation (2) with o = - 2, and this is the only value of 
Notice that in reference to Example 6, the matrix A - WI = A + 21 is 
singular. The next result shows that the converse of Theorem 4 is valid for the 
nonsingular case. 
THEOREM 5. Given where A is normal, 
scalar for which A, B, satisfy Equation 2, 
nonsingular. Then there is a mutrix X such that 
is normal. Therefore, is SN3. 
and suppose that w is a 
andsuchthutA-wZis 
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Proof. Let 
U = (A - WI)*-‘( A - wZ) and X = UB*. 
We must verify Equations (1). Clearly (A - oZ)B* = (A - oZ)*X, and 
since U is unitary, BB* = X*X. This confirms Equations (lb) and (1~). 
Furthermore, 
XX* = UB*BU* 
= (A - oZ)*-‘(A - wZ)B*B(A - oZ)*(A - oZ)-’ 
= (A - ml)*-‘[( A - wZ)*B*B( A - oZ)]( A - ml)-’ 
= B*B, 
which is Equation (la). We conclude that is normal. n 
4. A FINAL EXAMPLE 
In this section we give an example of a matrix 
SNl. The following result is required for the study 
that is SNO but not 
THEOREM 6. Let A = diag(A, *** h,) and Y = diag( pi,. . . , pk) be di- 
agonal matrices, and suppose that there are matrices B and X such that 
is normal. Then 
(hi - Fj)(B*)ij = (xi - Ti,)Xi, for 1 < i < n and 1 <j < k. 
Proof. For each i and j, let e, and ej denote the ith and the jth 
standard vectors in C” and Ck, respectively, considered as column vectors. 
Then by (lb) 
e:( AB* - B*Y)ej = e:( A*X - XY*)eJ, 
which simplifies to the desired result. n 
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NOTATION. In the context of Theorem 6, if A, # j.+ we introduce the 
foIIowing notation which we use frequently in this section: 
Notice that if hi # pj, then I@,,1 = 1 and Xij = Odj(B*>,j. 
1 
EXAMPLE 7. Let 
Then i 
( ) 
is subnormal and hence SNO, because A C 
( ) B E 
is normal with 
C= (; bj and E=(; ;). 
Notice that E is not normal. 
We proceed to show that, in fact, no normal extension A X 
( ) 
B Y exists for 
which Y is normal. It then follows that 
A 
( ) 
B is not SNl. 
By way of contradiction assume that a normal extension 
( ) 
; ; does 
exist with Y a normal matrix. We divide our argument up into several remarks 
exhausting the possibilities for Y. To facilitate our arguments let pi and ps 
be the eigenvalues of Y, and set A, = 0, A, = 1, and A, = i, the diagonal 
entries of A. 
REMARK 1. Y is not a scalar matrix. 
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Proof. We apply Equations (4a), (4b), and (4c) in the context of this 
example to obtain 
0 0 0 
Ms= i 0 0 2i 1 . 
0 -2i 0 
Since M, is not a linear combination of M, and M,, we conclude that 
( 1 
i 
is not SN3 by Theorem 4. Therefore, Y is not a scalar matrix. n 
It follows from Remark 1 that /or # puz. Since Y is normal, it is unitarily 
diagonalizable and hence there exists a unitary matrix 
V=Z z ( 1 W 
such that VYV * = D = diag( pu,, /.L~)- Then 
(5) 
(6) 
which is a normal extension of 
F-(VD)‘=[~$I-z z~iG) and Q=XV*. (7) 
By Equations (la> and (1~) we have 
PP* = QQ* and, P*P = Q*Q. (8) 
With this situation in mind, we continue our analysis of Example 7. But 
first we state a simple result that will be frequently used in our study of this 
example. The proof of Proposition 2 is elementary and is therefore omitted. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let a, b > 0, and let (Y and 0 be .complex numbers 
suchthat IcyI = l/31 = 1. Zf aa + pb = a + b, then (Y = p = 1. 
REMARK 2. (T ( A) n CT (Y > + 0. That is, at least one of the eigenvalues 
p1 and p2 of Y is equal to a diagonal entry of A. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that Ai # r_~~ for all i and. j. 
Applying Theorem 6 to the matrix in (6) we have that 
Qij = BijPij for 1 
There are now two cases to consider. 
Case 1: V has a zero entry. It 
<i<3 and I<j<2. (9) 
is easily shown that Y = V *DV is a 
diagonal matrix, and hence we may assume that V = I, P = B*, Q = X, and 
D = Y. The following arguments make use of (8) and (9): 
since (QQ*)12 = (PP*)12, 011812 = 1 andhence 0ii = 8,s; 
since (QQ*j13 = (PP*)l~, 8i,8,, = 1 and hence EJ,,. = esi. 
It follows from Proposition 1 that 0, Z.L~, and 1 are collinear and 0, kl, and i 
are collinear. Thus /..Q = 0, contrary to hypothesis. 
Case 2: All of the entries of V are nonzero. 
1 = 121.1’ + (~1’ = ( PP*)12 = ( QQ*)12 = 
Since lu12 and lv12 are both positive, it follows 
e,,8,, = e,,ij,, = 
and hence 
Then by (8) and (9) 
e,,8,,1d2 +_ e12~221v12. 
from Proposition 2 that 
1 
e,, = e,, and e,, = e,,. 
By Proposition 1 applied to each of these equations we have that 0, 1, and p1 
are collinear and 0, 1, and p2 are collinear. Consequently, pi and p2 are 
real. It follows e,, = e,, = e,, = ez2 = 1. 
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~~ (8), (P*P),2 = (Q*Q)rP. Applying (9) this equation reduces to 
(U - iz)(G + iiz) = 8,B,,(u - iZ)(C + 65). 
Suppose that (U - izx~ + iW) # 0, Then 8,8,, = 1, and hence 8,s = Bs,. 
Therefore by Proposition 1 we have that i, pl, and /.L., are collinear. But /.~r 
and ,L+ are real and distinct, which is a contradiction. Thus (u - iz> 
(5 -I iG) = 0: So u - iz = 0 or C + iiZ = 0. 
Suppose that u - iz = 0. Then 
P,, = U + iZ = 0. 
Furthermore, uti + G = 0, because the rows of V are orthogonal. Thus 
izi? + ziij = 0, from which it follows that iG7 = V because z f 0. Thus 
SO from (PP*), = (QQ*)~~ we have that 21~1’ = 28,,1111~ from which it 
follows that 
8 
i - P2 
32 = 
= 1. 
-i - p2 
But this last equation implies that i = 0, a contradiction. 
Similarly, the case that G + iW = 0 leads to a contradiction, and we 
conclude the remark. n 
Thus we have reduced the argument to the condition that Y has two 
distinct eigenvalues, and at least one of these eigenvalues is a diagonal entry 
of A. 
REMARK 3. The unitay matrix V of Equation (5) has no zero entry. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that V has a zero entry. Then as 
in case 1 in the proof of Remark 2, Y is a diagonal matrix and hence we may 
take V = I, P = B*, Q = X, and D = Y. By Remark 2 there are six cases to 
consider. We show that each case is impossible. 
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Case 1: pl = 0, and hence p2 # 0. By Theorem 6 
for some complex numbers r, s, and t. Now (PP*I12 = (QQ*112 by MI, and 
hence r = 1. Since (PP*),, = QQ&, we have - 1 = 1, a contradiction. 
Case 2: pz = 0, and hence yl # 0. By Theorem 6 
for some complex numbers r, s, and t. Then 
since (QQ*)u = (PP*),,, 8,,9 = 1 and hence s = 81,; 
since ( QQ*)23 = (PP*),,, 8,,t = 1 and hence s = e,,; 
since (QQ*)13 = ( PP*),3, 1 + ri = 1 and hence r = 0; 
since ( Q*Q)21 = (P*P),,, 8,,i = - i and hence 8,, = - 1. 
Thus X = Q = -P = -I?*. so (A + A*)B* = B*(Y + Y *) by (lb). But 
(( A + A*) B*)ll = 0, (( A + A*) B*)pl = 2, 
and 
(B*(y + y*))ll = (B*(y + y*))21 = cc, + Fl, 
a contradiction. 
Case 3: p1 = 1, and hence pz z 1. By Theorem 6 
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for some complex numbers T, s, and t. Then 
since (QQ*)12 = ( ~‘P*)u, S = 1 andhence s = 1. 
since (QQ*)= = ( PP*)23, &, = 1 and hence 8,, = 1. 
But 
i-l 
b, = - = -i -i-l ’ 
a contradiction. 
Case 4: p2 = 1, and hence p1 # 1. By Theorem 6 
for some complex numbers r, s, and t. Then 
since (QQ*)12 = ( PP*)12, re,, = 1 and hence r = 8,,; 
since ( QQ*)13 = ( PP*)13, - 021t = 1 and hence t = O,,; 
since ( QQ*)23 = (J’P*),,, 1 + s = 1 and hence s = 0. 
since (Q*Qh = (P*P),,, f3,, = - i. 
Thus X = Q = -P = -iB*. So (A + iA*)B* = B*(Y + iY *) by (lb). But 
((A + iA*) B*)ll = 0, ((A + iA*)B*)21 = 1 + i, 
and 
(B*(Y + iY*))ll = (B*(Y + iY*)),, = p1 + i&, 
a contradiction. 
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Case 5: p, = i, and hence p2 # i. By Theorem 6 
for some complex numbers r, s, and t. Then 
since ( QQ*)ll = ( PP*)ll, 1 + lr12 = 1 and hence r = 0; 
since (QQ*)12 = ( PP*)12, -i = 1. 
Thus we have a contradiction. 
Case 6: p2 = i, and hence p1 # i. By Theorem 6 
for some complex numbers r, s, and t. Then 
since (QQ*)13 = (PI’*),,, re,, = 1 and hence $ = 8,,; 
since (QQ*)= = (PP*)23, se,, = 1 and hence s = 8,,; 
since (Q*Q)21 = ( P*P)21, O,,t = -i andhence t = in,,. 
Thus X = Q = 8,,P = 8,,B*. So by (lb), (A - e31A*)B* = B* 
(Y - e31Y*). But 
((A - e31A*)B*)11 = 0, ((A - e31A*)B*)21 = 1 - e,,, 
and 
(g*(y - e31y*))11 = p*(y - e31y*))21 = wu, - e,,ih. 
Hence 8,, = 1 and p1 - 8,, jil = 0. Furthermore, 
(( A - 8,, A*) B*)31 = 1 + i and (B*(Y - e,,Y *)),, = I_L~ - e,, j& = 0, 
and hence 1 + i = 0, a contradiction. 
This exhausts all possible cases, and we conclude the remark. 
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In view of the three preceding remarks we may assume that the normal 
matrix Y has two distinct eigenvalues, pi and p2, at least one of which is 
equal to a diagonal entry of A, and that the entries of the unitary matrix V in 
(5) are nonzero. 
In the proof of Remark 3 it was necessary to consider the values of pi 
and h2 separately because of the distinct nature of the two columns of B*. 
In the proof of the following concluding remark we use the matrix P of (7) in 
place of B*. In contrast to the situation in the proof of Remark 3, the 
arguments regarding the values of pi and pa are essentially identical, 
differing only in notation. (Interchange u and z as well as u and w to 
transform an argument about pi into the comparable argument about pa.) 
REMARK 4. i 
( 1 
is not SNI. 
Proof. We continue to assume that the required matrices X and Y exist 
such that Y is normal, and we exhaust the remaining cases (hopefully before 
we exhaust the reader). 
Case I: i E a(Y >. Assume without loss of generality that pi = i, and 
hence pL2 z i. By Theorem 6 
for some complex numbers r and s. Then 
since (QQ*)ll = ( PP*)u, 1~1~ + lr12 = 1~1~ + lv12 and hence Irl = 101; 
since (QQ*)= = (PP*),,, 1~1~ + IsI2 = 1~1~ + 1~1~ and hence IsI = 101; 
since (QQ*)i2 = ( PP*)i2, -ilu12 + rS = 1~1~ + 101~. 
Therefore, 
( -i)lu12 + 5 
( 1 
ItA2 = lul2 + loI2 
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and 
rs 
I I 7 
= I - iI = 1. 
Hence -i = 1 by Proposition 2, a contradiction. 
Case 2: Both 0 and 1 are in a(Y ). Assume without loss of generality 
that p1 = 0, and hence p., = 1. By Theorem 6 
v 
(-i)(i + iW) 
for some complex numbers r and s. Then 
since (QQ*~ = ( Pp*hl, I# + 101’ = lu12 + loI2 and hence It-1 = Iul; 
since (QQ*)= = ( PP*)22, 1~1~ + lsl2 = 1~1~ + loI2 and hence IsI = lul; 
since ( QQ*)12 = ( Pp*)12, 
Therefore 
and 
r B IIII - =- =l u v - 
Hence r = U and s = V as a consequence of Proposition 1. Since (QQ*)~~ = 
(pp*),,, we obtain 
-u(ii + 2) - iu(E + iW) = u(ii + E) + u(ij + iq, (10) 
and since (Q*Q)21 = (P*P),,, we have 
(1 + i)(U + iZ)(U - iw) = 0. 
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Thus U + iZ = 0 or v - iw = 0. Suppose U + iZ = 0. Then u = iz and 
v = iw by (10). Therefore the columns of V are linearly dependent although 
V is a unitary matrix, a contradiction. By a similar argument, the assumption 
that v - iw = 0 leads to the same contradiction. 
Case 3: One of the eigenvalues of Y is 0 and the other is not in o(A). 






-(ii + iZ) 8,(V + iW) ! 
for some complex number t-. As in previous cases we can apply the equations 
(QQ*h = (~P*)H and (QQ*)E = (P~*)H 
to obtain that 
It-1 = (ul and ;IuI” + >lv12 = lu12 + 1v12. 
22 
Since 
r 8 12 III I - =:- =1 ii fh2 ’ 
we have that r = U and 8,, = e22 by Proposition 2. It follows by Proposition 
1 that 0, 1, and p2 are collinear, and hence p2 is real. Thus 8,, = 8,, = 1. 
Since (QQ*)sr = (PP*)sr and (Q*Q)21 = (P*P),,, we obtain 
-u(Ii + 5) + ea22)(i5 + iW) = u(U + 5) + v(V + iW) (11) 
and 
(1 + 8,,)(U + iZ(v - iw) = 0. 
Observe that 1 + 8, # 0. For suppose otherwise. Then since /_~s is real, we 
have 
-1 = e,, = 
i - p2 
-i - p2’ 
and hence p2 = 0, contrary to the hypothesis. So U + iZ = 0 or v - iw = 0. 
As in case 2, each of these assumptions leads to the conclusion that V has 
rank 1, a contradiction. 
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Case 4: One of the eigenvalues of Y is 1, And the other is not in a( A). 






(-i)(U + iZ) e,(v + 6) 1 
for some complex number r. Starting with the equations 
(QQ*)zz = P*)z., and (QQ*h = W’*)c 
we arrive at contradictory conclusions in a manner identical to that used in 
case 3. We omit the details. 
With the elimination of these four cases Remark 4 now follows. To see 
this we first recall that one of the eigenvalues of Y is equal to a diagonal 
entry of A by Remark 2. Without loss of generality, suppose the required 
eigenvalue is /.~r, and hence p1 = 0, p1 = 1, or p1 = i. Of course pL1 # i, 
since case 1 has been eliminated. Suppose that p1 = 0. Since cases 2 and 3 
have been eliminated, /_~s + 1, and /~a E a( A). But /_~a Z 0 by Remark 1, 
and therefore pa = i, which is impossible because this falls under case 1. 
Now suppose that p1 = 1. Due to the elimination of case 4, pLz E o(A), and 
by Remark 1, pa # 1. But the other two possibilities have been eliminated. 
Thus we have exhausted all possibilities. We conclude that no normal matrix 
Y exists, and hence H 
Due to Example 7 and the other examples in this article, we have shown 
that the four levels of subnormality as defined in this article SNO, SNl, SN2, 
and SN3 exist and are distinct. 
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